EPDM WEATHERSTRIP
Self-adhesive rubber strip, made in Sweden of 100% EPDM rubber. Resistant to aging, weather, ozone, ultraviolet sun rays and many chemicals and solvents. Retains resilience at low temperatures (to -45°F). Excellent for all types of weatherstripping and canopy installations. Furnished in three sizes.

P-STRIP - Furnished in full rolls as a double-width strip which splits in the middle to give two single-width P-strips as illustrated. 17’ Roll 1/4” thick x 3/8” wide.
COLOR: WHITE P/N 05-01200 $8.50 Ea.

D-STRIP WEATHERSEAL - 17’ Roll 5/16” thick x 23/64” wide. (2) 8-1/2’ strips P/N 05-00987 $6.80 Ea.

ALL STRIP WEATHERSEAL - 10’ Roll 5/16” thick x 19/64” wide P/N 05-00988 $12.70 Ea.

BEECHCRAFT MAIN LANDING GEAR DOOR CHAFE SEAL
A complete set of black silicone chafe seals for the under-cowl doors for Beech models 33, 35, 36, 38, 50, 55, 58, 65, 75, 77, 95, 97 Series. Kit includes silicone cement.
P/N 05-00685 $36.50

CHAFE SEAL - DOOR SEALS

These products are not FAA/PMA approved. Please Consult your A&P/IA for guidance regarding installation and use on certified aircraft.

BEECHCRAFT COWL BEECHCRAFT RUDDERVATOR SEAL
A set of two rudder seals for models 33-36.
Standard Seal P/N 05-00669 $145.75
Extra Wide Seal P/N 05-00669-1 $160.55

BEECHCRAFT UPPER / LOWER WING SEAL
Includes 2 (12”) Upper Wing, 2 lower wing seals and 4 oz of cement. (2) Applicable models: 33, 35, 36, 38, 50, 55, 58, 75, 77, 95 Series. (2) 8.75’ Upper, 8’ Lower P/N 05-00668 $38.68 Ea.

SILICONE ANTI-CHAFING SEAL
Anti-Chafe Seal AMS3303-032. Silicone, Black, 1-1/2” wide x 15” long. Silicone Anti-Chafe Material: Mooney and Early Cessna Models. Piper: Malibu and Mirage. Replaces the use of Teflon Tape. Reduces vibration on the cowling, reduces wear on the control surfaces. Seals the aircraft cowling from wind and rain. Can also be used for fuel straps. Silicone cement must be used to install silicone based seals. Silicone Cement required for installation. Black 1 Inch P/N 05-00616 $38.70

BEECH FRAMED SILICONE FOAM DOOR SEAL
Original Design. Fits 33-35-36-50-55-65/70-77-80/95 Series. Furnished as a double width strip. P/N 05-10740 $56.75

BEECHCRAFT TAIL ROOT SEAL
AMS3303 silicone seal temperature range -65 to +350. 15 foot length. P/N 05-00669 $145.75

SILICONE AIRBOX & HEATER SEAL
This fiberglass reinforced silicone seal (1/16” thick) makes an excellent replacement for various airbox and heater box seals used in a variety of aircraft. Furnished as a 6” x 6” piece; Black P/N 05-00662 $18.50

BLACK SILICONE P SEAL WITH 5/8” BULB
This seal makes an excellent replacement for felt type seals or other neoprene P-seals found in various aircraft. Overall size is 1-3/8” with a 5/8” bulb. Similar to Cessna #8272-1. Note: Use GBL4-4AB large flange (black) pop rivets to install (PN 05-00483) P/N 05-00663 $14.95 ft.

BLACK SILICONE P SEAL WITH 7/8” BULB
This seal makes an excellent replacement for felt type seals or other neoprene P-seals found in various aircraft. Overall size is 1-3/8” with a 7/8” bulb. Sold by the foot. Note: Use GBL4-4AB large flange (black) pop rivets to install (PN 05-00483) P/N 05-02144 $21.80 ft.

BEECHCRAFT STORM WINDOW SEAL
19/23/24/33/35/36/50/55/58/77/78/97 Series Window Seal, Storm Window. (Frameless) P/N 05-03613 $19.95

SOCATA TB REPLACEMENT WING ROOT
Easy to fit wing root package contains two strips at 1.75m each plus instructions meaning you can complete both wings at the same time. P/N 05-15349 $69.95

PIPER/MOONEY DOOR SEALS
Developed from a special rubber compound that meets military specifications and FAA requirements for aircraft seals. Has a memory, compresses and conforms to the sealing surface providing a perfect seal. Comes with pressure sensitive adhesive that makes it easy to apply and bonds well with any metal surface painted or bare. Installs in the channel on the fuselage opening. Provides for an air- and water-tight seal. Detailed instructions, an engineering drawing for installation of the new seal, including instructions for adjustment of the door as well as removal of the old seal from the door(s).

Please call or visit our website for additional photos and models.

PIPER AIRCRAFT FRONT MOUNTED DOOR SEAL
Piper Aircraft Front Mounted Door Seal P301-1. Nearly a year of development and testing went into creating this revolutionary new Entry Door Seal for aircraft. Custom extruded from a special hybrid rubber compound, the new seal is superior to any seal on the market. P301-1 for PA 28/23/34 P/N 05-03628 $129.95
P301-23 for PA 28/23/34 P/N 05-06859 $129.95
See our website for application chart.

CESSNA DOOR SEALS
The new seal installed on the fuselage enables the door to fully close and be air and water tight. The seal is easy to install; with its own adhesive strip and is FAA-PMA approved for all single-engine Cessna aircraft. Please visit our website for a complete selection of door and baggage seals.

CESSNA DOOR SEAL (FRONT ENTRY) - A great seal for Cessna 120, Cessna 140, Cessna 150, Cessna 152, Cessna 170, Cessna 172, Cessna 175, Cessna 180, Cessna 185, Cessna 190, Cessna 195, Cessna 206, Cessna 207, Cessna 210, Cessna 336, Cessna 337. Sold as each (per door) P/N 05-03621 $129.95

CESSNA DOOR SEAL (FRONT ENTRY) - A great seal for Cessna 177. Sold as each (per door) P/N 05-03625 $129.95

CESSNA VENT WINDOW SEAL - A great seal for Cessna Cessna 177, 337. Sold as each. Installs easily with its pressure sensitive strip. P/N 05-03625 $129.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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